
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

9.30 am     Introductions

1.15pm        Activity  (60 mins)

9.40am      Icebreaker Activity 

12.00pm     Report Back (30mins)

Finish  

12.30pm     Lunch (45mins)

10.00am     Activity   (60mins)

4.00pm      Next Steps (10mins)

11.00am     Activity   (60mins)

2.15pm        Activity  (60 mins)

3.15pm        Report Back (45mins)

(10.55am - 10 min break) 

(2.10pm - 10 min break) 

The Croskell PSP is an “infill” precinct that will build on the character of the surrounding Cranbourne and Clyde community.

A central green spine following the course of the future wetlands will provide amenity to residents and workers and create

water reuse opportunities for the precinct. The retention of the undulating topography and existing vegetation will establish

a strong sense of precinct character. Croskell will deliver a regionally significant commercial precinct with over 3000 jobs,

along with a mix of housing typologies and densities. The precinct will extend the Thompsons Road business corridor, to

attract employers by leveraging the precinct’s strong connections to other employment areas in the south east, including the

Dandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, delivering

a road and pathway network that encourages walking and active modes of transport and supports the use of emerging

transport technologies. The precinct will connect workers and residents to internal destinations and surrounding activity

centres, as well as link with connections to the Cranbourne Railway Station and the future Cranbourne East Railway station.

The precinct will be well serviced by public transport along the arterial roads and the internal connector road network.

Emerging Vision Statement 

Day 1 - Monday 11 July 

Croskell PSP 

Co-Design Workshop 

IT HELP HUB  QUICK REFERENCE LINKS 

Co-Design Introductory

 Video 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell PSP

Workshop Video - July2022 Final2 -

YouTube
Open link

Click on the bottom right hand side of the image to follow the link or copy and paste the URL

Pre - Co Design

Workshop Outcome

Report 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell-PSP-

Pre-Co-design-Landowner-

Workshop-Summary-Report-April-

2022.pdf (vpa-

web.s3.amazonaws.com)
Open link

VPA - Croskell 

Website 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell

Precinct Structure Plan - VPA
Open link

Need help with zooming:

 There are a few options here! 

With the scroll wheel on your mouse

or

Using the trackpad on your laptop

(NOTE: If using the Chrome browser,

you can pinch to zoom in.

Otherwise, the two finger scroll will

zoom with the trackpad).

Panning is also critical to getting

around a mural. 

To pan with the mouse, click and

hold background. Then move left or

right. Or, use the trackpad with two

fingers.

Notice that you can see where you

are in the mural in the mini-screen in

the bottom right.

Need help with panning:
Need help with adding a

sticky note:

 Double click on the background of

a mural to create a sticky note

without having to enter the toolbar.

Need help with adding

content:

To add content, explore thedrawing

toolkit under each activity map on

the right. You'll see options to add ,

shapes, connectors, icons, and

sticky notes. 

Drag any element onto the mural,

and position it where you want. 

You can also add images and PDF

documents to your mural straight

from your hard drive. Just drag a file

into your mural, and drop it in place.

Need help with using

shortcuts:

Some of the more common

shortcuts include:

DELETE or BACKSPACE Deletes

an element

CTRL or CMD + Z = Undo

CTRL or CMD + C = Copy

CTRL or CMD + V = Paste

You can select multiple elements at

once with the SHIFT key.

Need more help! 

David Housden (MURAL) - 0413 681 869 

Kingsley McGlew (Teams) - 03 9651 9668 

Emerald Thompson (MURAL) - 0400 146 160 

Unnamed area

A windsock 

A yellow hat 

A green back pack 

A bag of cement 

A dinosaur 

A bag of fruit 

4 red tulips 

A sleeping baby 

A goose 

A glass of water 

A pair of red shoes 

A blue rabbit 

A fox 

Number 26 

A black and white

hat 

A whistle 

A milk truck 

Ice Breaker Activity 

Where Am I ?? 

Use the scroll function on your mouse to zoom in and

around the image to find the items below. 

Once you have found them, double click on the item

and write your name on a sticky note. 

Now you have had time to familarise yourself

with the image, choose a character which best

represents you and introduce yourself to the

group 

note: you do not need to be too serious in

choosing a character

Michael

steven

Nimai

Stefanie

Lewis

dinosaur -

JOG 

Lewis

26 zac

mp

Nino

April

Nino

Nino

Nimai

Lewis

April

Mitch M

(DET)

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #3 - Transport Network (60min)

Connector Cross

Easement

Key References:

Connector

Connector Boulevard

Access Street

Shared Path 

To validate the proposed transport plan and ICP items and

receive feedback. To explore alternative road/path

configurations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are the locations of the roads appopraite? Could the road

alignments be changed,  if so where and why?

Q: Are there other connections that are needed or

preferred, if so where and why? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, if not what

should be changed?

Q: Are the locations of shared path appropriate? Are any

changes needed, if  so where? 

Q: Does the Collector Road Boulevard Cross Section

provide an appropriate movement corridor? (See cross

section below)

Q: Does the road network sufficiently seperate employment

traffic from residential traffic? 

Drawing Key

Part A - Key Questions

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Part B - Easement Considerations

Q: What are the design options if the two proposed road

crossings over the easement are not achieved?

Q: How can precinct connectivity in the event of no road

crossings be faciliated? What are other ways to connect the

community? 

Q: If road crossings need to be reduce, what road should be

prioritised?

Drawing Tool Kit:

Align along southern

boundary of northern

parcel for improved

rollout of area with

development

commencing from

Thompson road and

working south

PSP Features & Principles: 

T6 Off-road bicycle paths should be provided on all connector streets

and arterial roads, connecting with the Principal Bicycle Network and

Strategic Cycling Corridors where possible.

T8 Pedestrian and cyclist crossings provided every 400-800m, where

appropriate, along arterial roads, rail lines, waterways and any other

accessibility barriers

T9 95% of dwellings should be located within either of the following

walking distances, 800m to a train station, 600m to a tram stop or

400m to a future bus route or bus capable road.

F 6.1 Streets should be carefully and deliberately designed (in terms of

their scale, design speeds, configuration and landscaping treatments)

to respond to the site context (i.e. topography, natural features),

proposed land use context (i.e. future urban form, intensity of activity)

and to support early habits for walking and cycling.

500m radius

200m radius

Activity Purpose  Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Steven: would have to

connect to the

surrounding road

network, connect into

the intersections

bordering the precinct

Layout of CFB>

Investigate whether

this could be more

aligned with the title

boundary (shifted

more to the east)

Ensure proposed

government schools

have approximately 3-4

local access roads

adjoining them. Currently

looks ideal for both

school sites contained

within the PSP.

Reason for kink:

likely pl

easement pylons,

drainage,

topography

Lewis: access to

Berwick-

Cranbourne Rd

would be

preferred. Left in/

left out? 

this connector road is

shown through existing

vegetation. consider

arborist report before

confirming whether

connector size road is

viable. likewise for school

DOT: CFB needs to be capable of 4 lanes

(local arterial) for local traffic capacity and as

bus corridor. Limited number of alternative

connections reinforces need for additional

capacity along route. Also is consistent with

SE Growth Corridor Plan.

CFB is for the most part access controlled

with access to residences via loop roads.

This should be adopted through Croskell to

minimise conflicts and disruptions and limit

the need for parking along CFB. Parking may

be possible in interm at particular locations

prior to need for second land but otherwise

free from bus stop areas.

Matt (MAB): arterial and

connector roads highly

inefficient as shown -objective

should be to minimise single

sided development and

straighten CF Blvd and

Hammersley Dve (subject to

resolving drainage). Straighter

roads will offer more efficient

development layouts.

Melbourne Water:

Road Crossing

consideration

here over

drainage asset.

Nimai: reasons for the

kink of Hamersley Dr to

run along the easement?

possibly losing

connectivity throughout

the precinct if it aligns

close to the PL easement

Melbourne Water:

Street Crossing

consideration

here over

drainage asset.

Luke: Would it make

sense to have this

connector road at the

southern boundary of

the northern parcel (to

help implementation)

Matthew: Try to

straighten

connector roads

as much as

possible

(objective).

Group agreed

objectives: enhance

road network by

straightening connector

streets and CFB as much

as possible, consider

title boundaries to

facilitate delivery of road

Ensure appropriate

roads and street cross

sections are chosen

when considering

proximity to schools,

given car/bus pick up/

drop off.

arborist

report

currently

underway

Mitchell:

ensure cross

sections are

shown

Casey: management

of commercial traffic

through residential

area and protection of

heritage house by not

having a road passing

by

What is the

justification of

having the

connector road on

the southern not

northern parcel?

Casey: Sharted

paths:

connection

through MW

pipeline

corridor?

Straighten

up

David Portelli: reasons

for connector to pass

along easement is due

to possible costs and

other implications

across water bodies

Matt (MAB): Cross section

for Casey Fields Blvd

should have regard and

be responsive to final

drainage design. It may

make sense to alter for

any length/section that

runs alongside wetland/

RB. 

Kuan/ Casey: can we

run the connector

road south of the

wetland, along the

easement to allow for

retardation (not

crossing a road)

Nino, MW: no issues with

road in between wetland

body and easement, but

would mean to shift wetland

further north, which could be

challenging due to steeper

topography; if road stays in

current location - drain

underneath needed

Luke: hard to

deliver road if

in between

wetlands and

easement

consider employment

land use north of the EW

connector to manage

Thompsons Road

interface and EW

connector interface and

to maximise benefit of

this key transport linkage

Consider

rezoning for

employment

areas (amend

DP)

Consider high

density residential

given location close

to key infrastructure

and amenity

alignment should be a

function of objective to

straighten Hammersley Dve

to the west. It may not need

to kink up as shown - and

instead sit further south

within the southern parcel

and offer ability to develop

both sides within that parcel

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #4 - Community Infrastructure & Open Space  (60min)

Key References:

To validate proposed community infrastructure, open space and

drainage locations and receive feedback. To explore alternative

locations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are community infrastructure uses located in the most

appropriate locations, what should be changed, where and

why?

Q: How could these uses better leverage off existing or

proposed features of the plan?

Q: Are there alternatives to the proposed drainage and

wetlands outcomes for the precinct?

Q: Are there other uses or infrastructure items that can be

located within the transmission easement, if so where? 

Q: What are some real infrastructure projects which could

be used as reference for Croskell? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, what could be

changed? Do directions on the plan respond best to

topography and existing vegetation? 

Q: Does the Transmission Line Easement Concept Plan (see

below) provide adequate community infrastructure and

open space elements, where are there further opportunities

or changes, and why? 

Drawing Key

Secondary School

Local Sports Reserve

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Community Facility

Primary School

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

DET: communityfacilities and schools
should be co-

located together.

Potential for Primary
School and

community facilitywest of the PSP tobe relocated here.

Ensure students haveaccess to communitysports fields withinclose proximity to theschool

PSP Features & Principles: 

T18 The location of dwellings should achieve the following accessibility targets in

relation to education and community facilities: 70% of dwellings located within

800m of a government primary school, 100% of dwellings located within 3,200m

of a government secondary school, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a

community facility, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a health facility.

T11 The open space network should seek to meet the following minimum targets:

• Within residential areas (including activity centres): 10% of net developable area

for local parks and sports field reserves, 3-5% of net developable area set aside

for local parks, 5-7% of net developable area set aside for sports field reserves,

Within dedicated employment and/ or economic activity areas, 2% of the net

developable area for local parks.

  

F 10.4 The location and scale of open space should respond to and optimise

integration with the existing topography, waterway features, landscape features,

biodiversity conservation areas and cultural heritage values.

Education and community facilities should be co-located within community hubs,

have good visual and physical links to a local centre, be located on connector

streets, linked by walking and cycling paths, be located in proximity to high-

quality public transport where possible, be located away from potential hazards.

Local Park

Drawing Tool Kit: 500m radius

200m radius

Lewis, Casey: POS in

this location, wrapping

to the west nearby the

heritage house, so

that the house can be

sustainable/ saved

Matt (MAB): remove

shared path on

employment interface -

not responsive to land

use and becomes

inflexible for businesses

wanting to occupy the

easement space 

Lewis/ Casey:

investigate whether

smaller AOS can be

co-located with

larger space

Steven: consider

zoning if heritage

house was to be

used for a

commercial

purpose

Where are the

stormwater treatment

& retardation for the

catchment east of the

proposed waterway?

Potential

POS mark up

Nino, MW: Option A is

less likely due to

having to cross VDP as

a new crossing

(possibly underneath,

which makes it more

costly)

DET: Vic' Gov' recently made a

commitment to the future

funding of Pre-Prep, and this

will build on earlier

commitments to Three-Year-

Old Kindergarten. Therefore,

planning community facilities

for Pre-Prep and Three-Year-

Old Kindergarten should be

considered when planning

new Gov' Primary Schools.

Suggest shared path to northern side

of easement to be removed.

Combination of desal cable SCO and

potential for undesirable interface with

commercial land use. If installed on

northern side, it will need to be

constructed outside of easement

boundary or 20m within boundary

(outside of SCO)

Provide shared path access north/

south to link from roads/open space to

connect to shared path on southern

edge of interface

this would be

a Council

retarding

basin

Nimai:

catchment plan

to share? Nino

to follow up

Group agreed

objectives:

trying to reduce

waterways/

basins

Consider higher

density residential

given high amenity

and proximilty to

key infrastructre

Alisanne (BW)

Opportunity to use

heritage house as a

cafe to serve

surrounding

employment uses, if

this land is utilised for

employment (Alisanne,

BW)

MAB is proposing a split basin and wateway

concept as an option - as per plan image

pasted in the Chat. This is more consistent

with existing UFZ and equitable in terms of

land take, whilst also opening up improved

land use opportunities at gateway to CF Blvd

& Thompsons Rd gatway.  It will also enable

straightening of arterial and connector roads,

making for more efficient development.  This

concept also directs as much land as

possible be directed from the eastern side of

the PSP to this larger Thompson Road

crossing to limit the requirement for

additional RBs along Berwick Cranbourne

Road.

Unnamed area

Dandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, deliveringDandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, deliveringDandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, deliveringDandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, delivering

ACTIVITY #3 - Transport Network (60min)

Connector Cross

Easement

Key References:

Connector

Connector Boulevard

Access Street

Shared Path 

To validate the proposed transport plan and ICP items and

receive feedback. To explore alternative road/path

configurations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are the locations of the roads appopraite? Could the road

alignments be changed,  if so where and why?

Q: Are there other connections that are needed or

preferred, if so where and why? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, if not what

should be changed?

Q: Are the locations of shared path appropriate? Are any

changes needed, if  so where? 

Q: Does the Collector Road Boulevard Cross Section

provide an appropriate movement corridor? (See cross

section below)

Q: Does the road network sufficiently seperate employment

traffic from residential traffic? 

Drawing Key

Part A - Key Questions

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Part B - Easement Considerations

Q: What are the design options if the two proposed road

crossings over the easement are not achieved?

Q: How can precinct connectivity in the event of no road

crossings be faciliated? What are other ways to connect the

community? 

Q: If road crossings need to be reduce, what road should be

prioritised?

Drawing Tool Kit:PSP Features & Principles: 

T6 Off-road bicycle paths should be provided on all connector streets

and arterial roads, connecting with the Principal Bicycle Network and

Strategic Cycling Corridors where possible.

T8 Pedestrian and cyclist crossings provided every 400-800m, where

appropriate, along arterial roads, rail lines, waterways and any other

accessibility barriers

T9 95% of dwellings should be located within either of the following

walking distances, 800m to a train station, 600m to a tram stop or

400m to a future bus route or bus capable road.

F 6.1 Streets should be carefully and deliberately designed (in terms of

their scale, design speeds, configuration and landscaping treatments)

to respond to the site context (i.e. topography, natural features),

proposed land use context (i.e. future urban form, intensity of activity)

and to support early habits for walking and cycling.

500m radius

200m radius

Activity Purpose  Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Problematic

having arterial

road abutting a

school as this is

a safety

consideration

How will this road along

the south of the

powerline be

delievered? It currently

sits in the site to the

north of the powerline

but serves them no

benefit

Akisanne (BW)

Sasha: Option to

deepen the

southern retarding

basin? Nino: to be

investigated futher

follow up with SEW

regarding possible

services in there

(where the road is

shown)

SN-Parcel 16-locate

east-west road in

utilities easement if

possible to maximise

developable area. 

Group agreed objectives:

- from an UD/ connectivity

perspective crossings are

preferable, but PSP could

be viable without

crossings

- roads should be straight

as much as possible

Removing connector roads

would limit the residential

area capture to the north of

the PSP for the schools. The

location of the schools is

based 'locationally' on

student demand,

connectivity and

accessibility 

Sarah/ Reeds:

preference of

having

crossings over

the VDP

Mike: from an

employment

perspective,

VDP crossings

are not

necessary

multi-criteria

assessment for

VDP crossing: one

of that is the

student movement

- DET to provide

details

Mitchell: DET will

have students

accessing from the

north, so crossings

over the VDP

would be essential

SN - Parcel 11 - seek

to straighten

connector roads

through PSP to make

ultimate subdivision

as efficient as

possible.

Arterial roads can not be

located adjacent to any

government schools as

this is a major safety

concern. 

Local access streets/

connector roads are the

preference.

Lewis/ Casey:

footpath and

bike path might

not be both

necessary

SN - keep

central

median to

3m.  6m is

excesive.

SN - no need for a

dedicated two-way

bike path when this

could be located in

the utlities

easement?

Consider issue of driveways

crossing the shared path. Council

often requires us to minimise

driveway crossings, which have

significant impacts  on lot design

and efficiencies (ie loss of

developable land to provide rear

lanes or service lanes (not to

mention additional pavement!)

Alisanne (BW)

Sarah: include

targets within

the PSP for

IWM

Cross-sections to be

provided for the roads/

streets that are abutting

the schools. Must be

wide enough to

accommodate bus/car

pick up/drop off. 

Stefanie: worth

including cross

sections for

connector roads

that show the

potential for

canopy trees

separate

easement

workshop

needed

Sarah: can we

put bike path

within utility

easement

Mike: east-west

connector

further north/

more central

location

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #4 - Community Infrastructure & Open Space  (60min)

Key References:

To validate proposed community infrastructure, open space and

drainage locations and receive feedback. To explore alternative

locations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are community infrastructure uses located in the most

appropriate locations, what should be changed, where and

why?

Q: How could these uses better leverage off existing or

proposed features of the plan?

Q: Are there alternatives to the proposed drainage and

wetlands outcomes for the precinct?

Q: Are there other uses or infrastructure items that can be

located within the transmission easement, if so where? 

Q: What are some real infrastructure projects which could

be used as reference for Croskell? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, what could be

changed? Do directions on the plan respond best to

topography and existing vegetation? 

Q: Does the Transmission Line Easement Concept Plan (see

below) provide adequate community infrastructure and

open space elements, where are there further opportunities

or changes, and why? 

Drawing Key

Secondary School

Local Sports Reserve

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Community Facility

Primary School

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Ensure students haveaccess to communitysports fields withinclose proximity to theschool

PSP Features & Principles: 

T18 The location of dwellings should achieve the following accessibility targets in

relation to education and community facilities: 70% of dwellings located within

800m of a government primary school, 100% of dwellings located within 3,200m

of a government secondary school, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a

community facility, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a health facility.

T11 The open space network should seek to meet the following minimum targets:

• Within residential areas (including activity centres): 10% of net developable area

for local parks and sports field reserves, 3-5% of net developable area set aside

for local parks, 5-7% of net developable area set aside for sports field reserves,

Within dedicated employment and/ or economic activity areas, 2% of the net

developable area for local parks.

  

F 10.4 The location and scale of open space should respond to and optimise

integration with the existing topography, waterway features, landscape features,

biodiversity conservation areas and cultural heritage values.

Education and community facilities should be co-located within community hubs,

have good visual and physical links to a local centre, be located on connector

streets, linked by walking and cycling paths, be located in proximity to high-

quality public transport where possible, be located away from potential hazards.

Local Park

Drawing Tool Kit: 500m radius

200m radius

SN-Parcels 11/16.

Shared paths to be

located in the utilities

easement where

possible to avoid

further encroaching

into developable

land.

Casey; DET to

investigate appetite

to include

kindergarten as

part of school site Mitchell: possibly

locating primary

school here, maybe

co-located with a

larger community

facility

SN- preference for

Parcel 16 (east) to remain

as residential, due to

western part of #16 been

allocated for secondary

school to allow for a

more equitable

distribution of uses.

Lewis, Casey:

potential land swap

to co-locate AOS

spaces for

economies of scale,

parking benefits etc. 

60m buffer

from

easement to

school site

required

Lewis/ Council:

Council's OSS

does not accept

AOS within the

powerline

easement

MAB: query whether

AOS can be located

within the powerline

easement? Why

would it not be

possible?

Could you co locate

community facility

and business and

residential area.

Monique So (VPA)

SN-Parcel 11- consider

locating a large

community facility in

the gateway location

off Wheelers Park

Drive extension?

Central Wetland

with BBQ area. Co

location with

community facility.

Monique So (VPA) 

Mitchell: schools should

not be co-located with

sensitive uses, such as

employment; early years

facilities should be co-

located with schools and

schools should be co-

located with AOS

Casey: central

location for a large

community facility

with a flexible

room/ hall

mitchell: three connector

roads surrounding,

abutting community

facility and AOS or AOS

within 5min walking

distance, if AOS can not

be co-located (abutting)

MAB: careful to have

community facility

within employment

area; opportunity to

rationalise

waterways

Group agreed outcomes:

- preference is to have water

bodies/ retarding basins in the

easement

- preference is to co-locate

community facilities with schools/

AOS if possible and sensible

- sense of equity for all

landowners

- reduce waterbodies as much as

possible

Mike MAB: Not to locate

fragmented community

facilities in industrial

areas. Should be co-

located in residential

areas (adjacent to

Schools)

Lewis/ Casey: POS

space that links to

Hilltop park and

extends to the

heritage house to

protect it into the

future

April/ VPA:

potential to

utilise heritage

house for

community use?

problem might

be to

disconnected

from other

community

facilities/ uses

POS uses

subject to

landuse within

the north-

western corner

is additional POS

space needed

given the

transmission line

easement is

available for POS?

connection to

Hilltop Park

would be

beneficial

regardless what

land use

vision for

heritage house:

cafe with open

space/ viewlines

SN-Parcel 11-MW

reserve should be

reduced in width and

innovative solutions

employed to narrow

width to maximise

developable area.

Mike: drainage can be

rationalised significantly,

opportunities to

leverage the asset from

an OS perspective:

seating nodes, BBQ

DET: DET and Council

to work together to

delivery kinder and

pre-prep (in community

facility) on school site.

What's the best use for the

POS requirement in the

employment area? (SK)

Mike: this retarding basin/

waterbody should not be the

place to be activated after

hours; focus should be on

maximising the economic

potential of the area

Parcel 11 - seek to

pursue MW's Option

A drainage

alignment to

minimise the

constraints.

This site provides great

opportunity for higher density

residential given high amenity

location close to key

infrastructure and open space.

Could be issues re the delivery of

the access road to the north

given it is located within the land

to the north of t he poerline

easement. Alisanne (BW)

School boundaries

must be setback at

least 60m from the

high voltage

transmission easement

boundary

Precedent

within 4km for

retarding to be

located within

the easement

Waterbodies

located within CCS

PSP easement

(Mike) - should

serve as a

precedent in this

precinct

Melbourne Water: Response to

question about harvesting

stormwater to reduce drainage

assets. Size of Retarding basins

won't be impacted by harvesting

water. Also stormwater harvesting

and re-use is not a guaranteed

use and so we wouldn't reduce

conveyance and flood protection

assets for a non-guaranteed use.

Unnamed area

Can drainage

be located

within pl

easement?

Parcel 11

submission 2

Sasha:

Option A

preferred to

Option B

Mike/ MAB: unfair

location of

retarding basin/

starting point for

Afflux was the initial

drainage layout

Nino/ MW: current layout

preliminary conservative

plan, which will be

refined in future; will

review Afflux design

after the Co-Design; next

step would also include

a cost-benefit-analyses

Sasha: cost-

benefit analysis

Option A vs.

Option B

needed

View on retarding

basins in

easement? (Mike)

Nino/MW: issues

with Ausnet

What is the separation

distance to the VDP cable to

locate waterbodies in the

easement?

Zac: another issue would be

the smaller powerlines with

pylons closer together within

southern section of PL

easement

Nino/ MW: to

follow up on IWM

and the impact on

the size of the

basins/ waterways

Kuan/ Casey: what

type of

retardation; could

MW please

provide level of

water flows

Connector road not

Arterial road shown

in red option

alignment. Monique

So (VPA)

Parcel 11

submission 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://vpa-web.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Croskell-PSP-Pre-Co-design-Landowner-Workshop-Summary-Report-April-2022.pdf
https://vpa.vic.gov.au/project/croskell/#supporting-documentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY



